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With great interest we have read the excellent publication in the recent SMW from our dear colleagues Catherine Heim et al. from the University Hospital of Lausanne on trauma patients from their local registry [1]. Anyhow we would like to bring to your attention the last sentence of the introduction section, were the authors state the following: “To our knowledge, this is the first comprehensive report about internationally comparable medical data on trauma admissions to a Swiss trauma center.”

This statement is not correct, as our group has published a report on Swiss trauma patients in your journal in February 2014 stating: “Characteristics of Swiss trauma patients derived from TARN were described for the first time, providing a detailed overview of the institutional trauma population” [2]. Whereas our local patient trauma data are submitted to the UK based Trauma Audit and Research Network (TARN) and are internationally benchmarked / audited, the University Hospital of Lausanne runs successfully to our best knowledge their own local trauma registry. Therefore, this would be perhaps, the first report on an exclusively Swiss based trauma registry, but in no way the first report on Swiss trauma registry patients, as claimed.

We would therefore like to kindly ask you to ask the authors to publish a corrigendum, or change the sentence in the introduction section of the online (full) version of the manuscript.
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